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sometimes been transformed in relation to the field of knowledge and technology
associated with the BRCA genes.
Keywords: Genetics. Gender. Health. Breast cancer. Identity.

The so-called genetic revolution, developments in the life sciences and the rise
of predictive medicine has stimulated social research not only to examine the novel
forms of health and identity brought about at these junctures, but has also more
recently involved efforts to examine how ‘older’ cultural categories of difference and
identity such as race and ethnicity might be given new life by the development of new
genetic

knowledge

and

technologies

(DUSTER,

1990;

MONTOYA,

2007;

FULLWILEY, 2007). Gender must be regarded as an equally important category of
difference that is also being informed by developments in genomics. Yet while
questions of gender have been at the forefront of research examining the way that
women are subject to and recruited into new reproductive technologies and the way
that

these

techniques

simultaneously

naturalize

and

de-naturalize

gender,

reproduction and the biological, the dynamics between genes and gender in relation
to predictive genomic interventions has received less attention (RAPP, 1999;
STRATHERN, 1992; FRANKLIN, ROBERTS, 2006). In this paper I will examine
these questions in relation to this particular area of genomic science and medicine by
focusing on a domain known commonly as ‘breast cancer genetics’. This emerging
and fast growing area of genomic medicine is linked to the discovery and application
of the knowledge and technologies associated with two inherited susceptibility genes
BRCA1 and BRCA2. These genes were identified in the mid-1990s, and are thought
to confer an increased risk of developing the disease and are thought to account for
between 5 and 10 percent of all breast cancers. Genetic testing and identification of
those at increased genetic risk of developing breast cancer, as a result of carrying a
mutated copy of one of these genes, have formed the basis of an expanding domain
of genetic medicine in the United Kingdom, Europe, United States, Canada and
elsewhere recruiting thou-sands of healthy but ‘at risk’ women (and smaller numbers
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of men also) into new arenas of health care.3 Even as such developments must be
understood as forming part of the particular history of biomedicine (SCHUNDLER,
2014), as a number of social scientists have already suggested, this is an arena
where the hype and hope-filled predictive and preventative promise of genetics is
highly visible (GIBBON, 2007; GIBBON et al., 2010; GIBBON et al., 2013; HAPPE,
2013; PALFNER, 2009; KAMPRIANI, 2009; MOZERSKY, JOSEPH, 2010).
Examining the emergence of this field of knowledge in the late 1990s in the
United Kingdom, I argued that the rapid translation of techniques for identifying
genetic risk into cancer genetic services and clinical interventions had to be
understood in relation to certain kind of ‘gendering’ (GIBBON, 2007; GIBBON,
NOVAS, 2008). I used the concept of gendering to point to both the productivity and
tensions in the meeting points between female health activism around breast cancer
and the hype and hope-filled prospect of predictive genetics and personalized
medicine that BRCA genetics came to and to some extent still symbolizes. Drawing
on concepts of ‘co-production’ and ‘biosociality’ I argued that a culture of gendered
health activism, which simultaneously valorized notions of women’s collective and
individual ‘rights and choice’ and the naturalization of female nurturance, were
productively mobilized across different institutional arenas at the meeting point
between patients, families, practitioner, activist and fundraising communities caught
up with an emerging domain of BRCA genetics (JASANOFF, 2006; RABINOW,
1996).
The ongoing saliency of these gendered moralities and values have been
particularly apparent recently in the global media storm that has surrounded the
coverage of Angelina Jolie’s announcement in the New York Times that she had had
a prophylactic mastectomy after testing positive for a mutation on the BRCA1 gene in
May 2013 (JOLIE, 2013). The justification for her decision in her public
announcement was openly framed in terms of the personal loss of her own mother to
3

I do not explicitly consider the question of BRCA genes and male gender in this article. But it is
nevertheless important to note that a very small number of men also develop breast cancer in the
United Kingdom and elsewhere every year. Men can be carriers of the BRCA genes also without
necessarily developing breast cancer and of course men may have a significant role in decision
making in the family regarding testing. See for instance: N. Hallowell et al., ‘Men’s decision making
about predictive BRCA1/2 testing. The role of the family’, Journal of Genetic Counseling 14 (2005) 3,
207-217.
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the disease and her desire to tell her children that as she said ‘they don’t have to fear
they will lose me to breast cancer’. Jolie also described the decision in terms of being
personally ‘empowered’ and helping other women ‘to know you have options’. It was
an announcement that powerfully aligned affective and value laden discourse about
mothering and women’s individual and collective rights and choices to know about
and undertake such interventions.
That a highly public celebrity, whose physical appearance has been frequently
vaunted across a global media stage, had decide to surgically remove her breasts as
a preventative measure, generated a highly polemical discussion across a range of
social and public media across a global arena. Diverse opinions were reflected which
both vehemently supported and in some cases critiqued Jolie’s actions and her
decision to publically announce on them. Some drew attention to her personal
bravery and courage, situating her decision in terms of empowering other women
and highlighting the currently restricted access to testing services or the prohibitive
cost of genetic testing and surgical interventions. Others however raised concerns
about the kind of message such a public announcement might send about the risks
of breast cancer when only a relatively small number of cases of breast cancer are
linked to genetic mutations, and that her actions might imply that having a gene
mutation necessarily meant developing breast cancer or that the only solution would
be prophylactic surgery. It is too soon to perhaps assess the full social and cultural
repercussions of her announcement but it is interesting to note that in the months
following this, the Supreme Court in the United States has ruled against the patenting
of human genes effectively ending the monopoly that one United States company
(Myriad Genetics) had on offering predictive genetic testing for the BRCA genes
(ZIMMERMAN, 2014).
There have also been decisions in the United Kingdom and elsewhere to
expand genetic testing and drug intervention for women with a family history of
breast cancer, that have made explicit reference to Jolie’s public announcement.4
While clearly difficult to attribute direct causation between these events it is
interesting to see how they have unfolded virtually simultaneously with likely
4

See for instance ‘Breast cancer gene test extended in Scotland’ on www.bbcnews/uk-scot-land22598491.
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significant impacts across diverse social and policy spheres within different national
arenas (GIBBON, 2014). What is more certain is that the affective and moral
framings of motherhood and women’s choice and rights to genetic testing by one
high profile female celebrity caught up in the world of BRCA testing have created a
powerful advocate for this field of medicine. As a result the already ‘iconic’ figure of
the BRCA carrier has been personified in highly gendered ways on a global scale
reflecting and in turn informing the legitimacy of the turn to self-monitoring and health
surveillance that has become a prominent feature of health care in many cultural
contexts in Europe, Canada and the United States.
In recent years social scientists examining developments in BRCA genetics
have explored how in fact a range of gendered idioms have become central to the
knowledge and technologies that surround genetic interventions associated with
these genes (HALLOWELL, 2005; GIBBON, 2007; HAPPE, 2006; PELTERS, 2014).
Collectively these scholars have been concerned with how ideas of female
nurturance, motherhood, biologized sex differences as well as how a discourse of
female empowerment, choice and rights have become instrumental to the translation
of BRCA genetics into clinical care and how technologies and knowledge associated
with these genes can contribute to the reproduction and sometimes transformation of
gendered norms across different comparative and global arenas of health. However,
the gendering of genetics is not a straightforward process. As Ettore et al. argue,
when examining the interface between gender and genes the challenge is to
‘effectively account for not only the complex and contingent politics of women in
respect of genetics, but for the complex attachments, intersubjective relations and
forms of alienation that might be at play’ (ETTORE et al., 2006).
In this article, building on my ethnographic work in breast cancer genetics, I
reflect on the dynamic and shifting relationship between gender and genes and the
powerful ways that these are co-configured. I will explore whether and to what extent
the new technological field that is BRCA genetics is reproducing gendered cultural
norms with respect to for instance motherhood and family care or/and enabling or
creating new gendered norms configured through a discourse of empowerment or
choice. In this sense I will also explore whether a dichotomy between continuity and
discontinuity or traditional and modern is sufficient in examining the interface of
gender and genetics in the context of BRCA (see PLATES XV-XVII).
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1 Mothering, responsibility and the reproduction of gendered norms
In her work on reproductive technologies Rapp has shown how questions of
female responsibility are situated in the clinical setting and beyond. Following Rapp’s
work other authors have highlighted the question of responsibility and how women
are particularly subject to the ‘benefits and burdens’ of the knowledge and
technologies for identifying genetic risk associated with breast cancer (HALLOWELL,
1999; D’AGINCOURT-CANNING, 2001; LEMKE, 2005). D’Agincourt Canning early
on noted the dangers associated with the disclosure of genetic information linked to
an increased risk of breast cancer within a given family showing how gendered patterns of socialization may obligate women to feel morally responsible to share
information with mothers, sisters and other family members and thereby recruiting
them into genetic clinics and predictive interventions (D’AGINCOURT-CANNING,
2001). As the primary receivers of genetic information women are particularly
susceptible to the powerful promises of predictive knowledge and preventative health
that genetic interventions such as genetic testing bring forth, not just in terms of care
for oneself but also for related others. Here the appeals to and discourses of
motherhood are particularly prominent and many women in their stated justifications
to undergo genetic testing frame such decisions in terms of acting ‘for their children’.
Other ways of framing normative gendered notions of female gender in the context of development in BRCA genetics have been foregrounded by Kelly Happe and
Britte Pelters. (HAPPE, 2006; HAPPE, 2013; PELTERS, 2014). Happe argues it is
the ‘legacy of gender bias’ in health care and medicine and the dependency on
naturalized understandings of gender and the body which must be the overarching
concern for feminists concerned about the discourse of individualized risk that has
emerged in relation to BRCA genetics. In understanding how women’s bodies are
disciplined in ‘normative ways’ related to reproduction and motherhood, she has
been particularly concerned with the growing use of prophylactic oophorectomy
(surgical removal of ovaries) as a preventative intervention for those identified as
BRCA carriers.
Such interventions are she suggests especially significant in a context where
these procedures have been otherwise problematized from a medical and clinical
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perspective. She persuasively argues that the ‘exceptionalism’ of such interventions
for those identified as carrying a mutation on one of the BRCA genes is achieved
through a routinization of gendered subjectivity. Here she argues an ‘ideology of
femininity’ operates ‘which reduces ovaries to their reproductive function’, such that
an older frame of gender bias in biomedicine has, in the context of BRCA has
created a ‘new rational discourse of diseasing women’s reproductive organs’
(HAPPE, 2013).
The prominence of normative understandings of femininity in the context of
BRCA genetics are also more directly explored by Britte Pelters (PELTERS, 2014).
She examines how organs such as ovaries and breasts are linked to the cultural
construction of femininity and norms of gender functionality, and shows how
stereotypes of female nurturance and tropes of breast ‘loss’ and ‘restoration’ inform
the medical discourse related to BRCA screening and prophylactic surgery. For
example, she suggests that medical texts describing the physical effects of
prophylactic surgeries for those carrying a mutation on one of the two BRCA genes
are presented in terms of a ‘diminishing’ of femininity and sexuality reflecting, she
argues, a ‘biomedical norm of gender functionality’ (ibidem). Yet she also
provocatively

asks

whether,

given

the

prominence

of

post-structuralist

understandings of the relationship between sex and gender, being BRCA positive
and preventive surgery might not also form the basis for transgressing norms of
gendered femininity given, as she puts it, their ‘queering potential’. In this context it is
interesting to consider the extent to which Angelina Jolie’s actions to have
prophylactic surgery and reconstruction can be considered as transgressing or reiteration of gendered norms, when she publically states that the result of such
surgery ‘can be beautiful’.
Kelly Happe acknowledges that the plausibility of prophylactic surgeries to
reduce genetic risk is directly related to the success of feminist efforts to separate
reproduction from the female body, noting also that the field of BRCA medicine is
‘replete with messages about empowerment’ (HAPPE, 2013). Yet her work
nevertheless suggests that the on-going effects of the normative disciplining of
women’s bodies in the era of BRCA genetics is what needs to be accounted for. She
sees the emergence of this novel field of medicine as part of the production of
‘gendered bio-capital’ and calls for greater attention to the ‘continuities’ at stake in
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these developments, critiquing claims to novelty in the ‘biosocial’ configurations of
gendered subjectivity and identity surrounding BRCA genetics.

2 Activism, rights and the scope/limits of BRCA biosocialities
Yet it is in fact just such transformations in citizenship and gendered
subjectivities which have been the focus of a number of social scientists keen to
explore the range of what have been described as ‘biosocialities’ that are emerging
at the interface with various aspects of genomics in the United States, Europe and
elsewhere (GIBBON, NOVAS, 2008; RABINOW, 1996). In the context of BRCA
genetics we see how continuities in gendered frames of reference are being informed
by new configurations of identity, activism and citizenship which in the global arena in
which breast cancer genetics now operates within suggest neither homogenizing
transformation nor stasis but in fact can bring about uneven effects and unexpected
consequences.
Earlier work has highlighted how local cultures of breast cancer activism are
informing or themselves being informed by genetic knowledge such that efforts to
expand BRCA testing services are often framed in terms of women’s ‘choice’ and
‘rights’. (GIBBON, 2007; KLAWITER, 2008). Here I provide three further illustrative
examples that demonstrate the ongoing productivity of the interface between
gendered health activism and the BRCA genes.
This meeting point is nowhere more apparent than in the emergence of the
identity concept associated with healthy women identified as having a BRCA
mutation in terms of being ‘previvors’. Defined in terms of ‘survivors of a
predisposition to cancer’ this identity concept is linked to a domain of practice and
discourse which is increasingly being mobilized by certain activist communities
particularly in the United States, such as FORCE (Facing Our Risk of Cancer
Empowered).5 These mainly online communities are dedicated to supporting those
who are identified as being at genetic risk for breast cancer and actively lobbying for
resources and research on and about those who are increased risk of breast cancer

5

See www.facingourisk.org.
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women recruited into these initiatives there is a focus on other collective and less
individualizing histories of discrimination and inequalities in health care and beyond.
As a result Joseph suggests that the kind of preventive, anticipatory identity BRCA
genetics requires, may not be sought or valued in quite the same way by the
participants of these programs as it has in other sections of United States society. In
this way her work points to the limits of particular idioms of individual ‘risk, rights and
choice’ for differently situated activist communities.
While the first two examples suggest that there is ongoing and novel
productivity at the interface between gendered health activism and the BRCA genes
this final example suggests that the mobilization of interest and engagement with
BRCA genes through an idiom of female empowerment is not always enabling and
must be under-stood in relation to diverse histories and politics of race, gender and
health care.

3 BRCA between different modernities; transnational translations and
transformations
Comparative ethnographic studies examining the variable and disjunctured
ways that BRCA genetics has being taken up in different clinical and social arenas
suggest that there are in fact highly complex dynamics at stake in the way that
specific gendered idioms operate in and sometimes against this emerging domain of
genetic health care that challenge any simple dichotomy between novelty/continuity
or tradition/modernity.
Eirini Kampriani’s work on the implementation of BRCA testing in Greece,
Alison Macdonald’s work on breast cancer in India and some recent work I undertook
in Cuba all illustrate in different ways how preventative interventions, orientated more
or less explicitly around family history or breast cancer genetics, are mobilized and
interact with traditional ideas of relational femininity or motherhood and the
uncertainness of emerging what might be seen as postmodern gendered roles
(GORDON, 2014).6 In Cuba the tension between these different dynamics while
6

See also: D. Gordon, ‘It takes a Particular World to Produce and Enact BRCA Testing; The US had it,
Italy had Another’, in: Gibbon et al. (eds.), Breast Cancer Gene Research.
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present remains somewhat hidden and latent. My research examining perceptions
and beliefs about risk of breast cancer in Cuba among differently situated publics
suggests that it is in part overshadowed by a long standing history in Cuba of
socialist collective public health interventions. Here the state organization of health
care very directly colours perception of disease aetiology in ways that support the
notion of family history being a risk factor for the disease. But there is also as a result
less perception of individual responsibility as this relates to disease risk such that
genetic explanations for disease causation are supplanted for many women by an
idea that breast cancer risk is related to a physical ‘blow’ or factors in the
environment (GIBBON, 2009). Nevertheless, a nascent discourse of ‘risk’ and ‘rights’
related to the possibility of having a genetic test, is apparent in the individual
narratives of Cuban women in certain areas of the country, where for example
individual women may be in contact with wealthy relatives in Miami have pursued or
sought out such interventions. The tension between traditional or fixity what might be
seen as more postmodern or neoliberal ideas about gender roles becomes more
explicit in Alison Macdonald’s work examining the activities of breast cancer patient
organizations in India. Her research suggests that there is an explicit ‘subordination’
of BRCA genetic knowledge in India where there is very little institutional interest or
personal concern about genetic testing. Nevertheless attending to ‘risk’, including
that associated with family history, is in India constituted through a discourse about
modernity and temporality that reflect and inform changes in women’s livelihoods.
For example, the increasing age of marriage of Indian women is seen as problematic
symptom of such change which is discursively implicated in an emergent discourse
of breast cancer risk and prevention. As Macdonald points out, increasing attention
therefore to family history as a risk for breast cancer ‘re-inscribes particular patterns
of gendered practice in complex and novel ways’ (MACDONALD, 2014).
By comparison, Kampriani’s work examining the specific context of BRCA
genetic testing in rural Greece shows how these tensions emerge in relation to
religious philanthropic organizations targeted focus on the underserved needs of
rural women. She illustrates how in this context a ‘cultural ethics of protection’, which
sees these women as deprived and traditional, is linked to a modernist gendered
discourse of rights and choice in making BRCA testing services available to them
which unevenly facilitates this fledgling domain of health care in Greece
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(KAMPRIANI, 2014).
In all these cases it would be hard to suggest that uniform pre-existing
gendered norms are simply being stabilized or even homogenously transformed in
the widening global transnational arena of BRCA genetic research and medicine.
Expanding on this point in a co-authored article in the special edition of the Journal of
Biosocieties comparing BRCA genomics across three different national contexts I
and my co-authors point out that the expansion of BRCA testing cannot be seen as
either a kind of globalizing novel form of biosociality, any more than it can be seen as
simply as the reiteration or materialization of traditional gendered inequalities and
norms (GIBBON et al., 2010). We suggest instead that the reproduction of seemingly
neo-liberal forms of BRCA subjectivity which emphasize individual autonomy, choice
and control is never uniform but in fact discontinuous and disjunctured. Moreover we
show how across three national domains of practice (Cuba, Greece and Germany)
the transnational expansion of the field of BRCA genetics is necessarily informed and
shaped by different discourses of gender identity and particular institutional health
care cultures, with their own histories and moralities of health prevention.

4 Postgenomics and BRCA – epigenetics and gender

Even as BRCA testing becomes part of an expanded domain of predictive
medicine across different aspects of public and private health care in the United
Kingdom, Europe and elsewhere, there are ongoing questions and debates about the
meaning and significance of different mutations or how to define genetic risk for
different populations (MOZERSKY, JOSEPH, 2010; MOZERSKY, GIBBON, 2014).
Yet at the same time BRCA genetics is entering other novel arenas of research and
health care. There is for instance now the possibility of using BRCA testing within the
context of Pre-implantation Genetic Diagnosis to screen embryos for the BRCA
genes prior to IVF treatment (RUBIN, MELO-MARTIN, 2014). There is also the
widening use of research on the BRCA genes for not only those who carry a mutated
copy of BRCA in their germline but for the treatment of those with sporadic breast
cancer through tumour testing and profiling of those currently affected by the disease
in efforts to develop better treatment options (BOURRET et al., 2014). These
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nutrition and self-care to the embedding and biological expression of those
exposures (LANDECKER, PANOFSKY, p. 347).

This is what makes epigenetic research, related to environmental determinants
of gene function, of particular relevance to understanding the influence of health
inequities, including those related to gender. But as they also point out many of the
‘critical windows’ being examined in this emerging domain of genetic research relate
to practices of early childhood, maternal-fetal health exposures including nutrition. As
such epigenetic research has the potential to bring about new forms of what
Niewöhner describes as ‘somatic sociality’ that could ‘re-sediment maternal blame’
as regulatory interventions focus on the control and responsibility of individual
behavior, particularly pregnant women (NIEWÖHNER, 2011; LANDECKER,
PANOFSKY, 2013).7
The work of Rebecca Mansfield offers a salutary lesson about the dangers at
stake in new epigenetic understanding for reproducing and sustaining older forms of
cultural categorization such as race and gender (MANSFIELD, 2012). Examining the
translation of epigenetic research into public health related to the effects of methyl
mercury on fetal neurodevelopment she examines how this has led to United States
regulatory agencies issuing advice relating to fish consumption to women of
childbearing age. She argues that because of racial disparities in fish consumption,
such efforts not only differentially impact women of colour but ‘change the problem
from contamination itself to the abnormal diets of these women’ (idem, 352). This
creates what she describes as an ‘epigenetic biopolitics’ in which the racialized
reproductive woman’s failure to ‘make the right choices’ is conceived as the problem
to be solved rather than broader efforts to address the effects of environmental
pollutants. Her work provides a timely reminder of the need for critical engagement,
understanding and monitoring of how nascent epigenetic research is translated into
public health and the gendered (and racialized) consequences of such interventions.

5

Conclusion

7

See also: E. Yates-Doerr, ‘Bodily betrayal. Love and anger in a time of epi-genetics’, in: F. MasciaLees (ed.), A Companion to Anthropology of the Body and Embodiment (Malden MA 2011) 292-306.
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The notion of ‘pluripotency’ has been used more recently in the field of stem cell
research to refer to the capability of certain stem cells to make many different cells,
organs or tissues and specifically the ability of a stem cell to differentiate into many
cell types. The developments explored in this paper can be usefully examined in the
light of the notion of ‘pluripotency’ in referring to the diverse and dynamic modes
through which female gender has informed, been central to and itself sometimes
been transformed in relation to the field of knowledge and technology associated with
the BRCA genes. It is a descriptor which attests to both the power of gendered
practices and representations in the field of BRCA genetics but also the multivalent
possibilities that the conjunction between genes and gender brings about.
Taking an overview of recent social science research this paper has examined
how questions of responsibility and gendered norms of nurturance and reproduction
are situated in the way BRCA technologies and interventions are implemented. At the
same time it has examined how a discourse of female rights and choice has and
continues to inform what might be seen as gendered biosocialities emerging at the
interface between with these developments, where citizenship and risk are
increasingly productively aligned. Jolie’s recent highly public announcement of her
decision to undertake a prophylactic mastectomy following a positive BRCA test
illustrates the ongoing saliency of these different gendered norms where morality and
affect become so powerfully combined.
At the same time, ethnographically informed social science research in local
and transnational contexts points to the difficulty of situating the interface between
BRCA and gender only in relation to these particular gendered norms of seeing
gender and the BRCA genes. Equally insufficient are both static readings of these
developments as continuities related to older ways of framing female gender or
understandings that suggest the global spread of genetic techniques such as BRCA
testing bring about homogenous transformations. Rather what we have seen in
different ethnographic examples is how BRCA genes operate between, within and
through transnational translations and transformations in which diverse gendered
idioms in-form how a discourse of genetic risk and knowledge is positioned,
understood and acted upon.
The final section of the paper examining how BRCA genes are entering other
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domains of health care and research beyond predictive genomics highlights how
gender becomes positioned in newly potent ways in fields such as epigenetics where
there are both new possibilities for configuring gendered responsibilities and the
politics of health. Here the possibility of a new rapprochement between the collective
politics of public health, epigenetic understanding of genes and environment and new
attention to biological difference holds out hope, if not for a ‘biosociality without
genes’ then at least one where the stakes of prevention and health could be
positioned somewhat differently (HAPPE, 2006). Yet gendered responsibility remains
central to these novel configurations and understandings of disease aetiology. An
ever widening paradigm of epigenetic research focusing on the life course and
‘critical windows’ of intervention, such as maternal-fetal health, requires ongoing
social science attentiveness, engagement and vigilance to the likely shape shifting
dynamics between genes and gender.
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